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The recent surge in federated data management applications has
brought forth concerns about the security of underlying data and
the consistency of replicas in the presence of malicious attacks. A
prominent solution in this direction is to employ a permissioned
blockchain framework that is modeled around traditional Byzantine Fault-Tolerant (Bft) consensus protocols. Any federated
application expects its data to be globally scattered to achieve
faster access. But, prior works have shown that traditional Bft
protocols are slow.
This has led to the rise of sharded-replicated blockchains. Existing Bft protocols for these sharded blockchains are efficient
if client transactions require access to a single-shard, but face
performance degradation if there is a cross-shard transaction that
requires access to multiple shards. As cross-shard transactions
are common, to resolve this dilemma, we present RingBFT, a
novel meta-Bft protocol for sharded blockchains. RingBFT requires shards to adhere to the ring order, and follow the principle
of process, forward, and re-transmit while ensuring the communication between shards is linear. Our evaluation of RingBFT
against state-of-the-art sharding Bft protocols illustrates that
RingBFT achieves up to 18× higher throughput, gracefully scales
to nearly 500 globally distributed nodes, and achieves a peak
throughput of 1.2 million transactions per second.
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Figure 1: Comparing scalability of different Bft protocols.
In this figure, we depict throughput of single-primary,
multiple-primaries, geographically-scalable, and sharding Bft protocols. For RingBFT, we require each shard to
have number of replicas stated on x-axis.
common that one estimate shows that cyberattacks alone cost
the U.S. economy around $57 billion dollars in 2016 [54]. As a
result, not all the replicas can be trusted.
A recent solution to guarantee secure federated data management is through the use of permissioned blockchain technology [31, 37]. These permissioned blockchains require their
replicas to agree on the order for each transaction by participating in a Byzantine-Fault Tolerant (Bft) consensus protocol.
Post consensus, each replica logs the ordered transaction in a
block that is part of an immutable append-only ledger–blockchain.
A blockchain is termed as immutable because each new block
includes the hash of the previous block, and it allows verifying
the state of the participating replicas.
In this paper, we present a novel meta-Bft protocol RingBFT
that guards against Byzantine attacks, achieves high throughput, and incurs low latency. Our RingBFT protocol explores the
landscape of sharded-replicated databases, and helps to scale permissioned blockchains, which in turn helps in designing efficient
federated data management systems. RingBFT aims to make
consensus inexpensive even when transactions require access
to multiple shards. In the rest of this section, we motivate our
design choices. To highlight the need for RingBFT, we will be
referring to Figure 1, which illustrates the throughput attained by
the system when employing different Bft consensus protocols.

INTRODUCTION

A growing interest in federated data management illustrates an increased demand for multi-party database management [9, 16, 61].
In these multi-party systems, a common database is maintained
by several parties. As all of these parties cannot be at the same
location, so the system needs to be decentralized, which implies
that the database is distributed. There are two key ways in which
a distributed database can be managed by multiple parties: replication and sharding [36, 38, 39, 57, 60, 66].
In a replicated system, each party holds a copy of the database.
As a result, the effects of each client transaction are replicated
across all the parties (replicas). In a sharded system, each party
maintains a subset (shard) of the database. Hence, each party can
independently handle incoming client transactions that require
access to its shard.
One of the factors that advocates the use of replicated databases
is their ability to handle failure of one or more replicas. This necessitates the need for keeping all the replicas at the same state.
To achieve this task, databases employ crash-fault tolerant protocols such as Paxos [48] and Raft [55] to help all replicas reach
a common order for each client transaction. However, one or
more replicas can get compromised due to a malicious attack. A
compromised replica may wish: (i) to exclude transactions of
some clients, (ii) to make the system unavailable to clients, and
(iii) to make replicas inconsistent. These malicious attacks are so

1.1

Challenges for Efficient BFT Consensus

Existing permissioned blockchain applications employ traditional
Bft protocols to achieve consensus among their replicas [3, 4,
10, 46]. Over the past two decades, these Bft protocols have
undergone a series of evolutions to guarantee resilience against
Byzantine attacks, while ensuring high throughput and low latency. The seminal work by Castro and Liskov [10, 11] led to the
design of the first practical Bft protocol, Pbft, which advocates
a primary-backup paradigm where primary initiates the consensus and all the backups follow primary’s lead. Pbft achieves
consensus among the replicas in three phases, of which two
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require quadratic communication complexity. Following this,
several exciting primary-backup protocols, such as Zyzzyva [47],
Sbft [23], and PoE [29], have been proposed that try to yield
higher throughputs from Bft consensuses. We use Figure 1 to
illustrate the benefits of these optimizations over Pbft. Prior
works [2, 33] have illustrated that these single primary protocols
are essentially centralized and prevent scaling the system to a
large number of replicas.
An emerging solution to balance load among replicas is to employ multi-primary protocols like Honeybadger [53] and Rcc [30,
32] that permit all replicas to act as primaries by running multiple consensuses concurrently. However, multi-primary protocols
also face scalability limitations as despite concurrent consensuses,
each transaction requires communication between all the replicas.
Moreover, if the replicas are separated by geographically large
distances, then these protocols incur low throughput and high
latency due to low bandwidth and high round-trip time. This led
to the design of topology-aware protocols, such as Steward [2]
and Geobft [33], which cluster replicas based on their geographical distances. For instance, Geobft expects each cluster to first
locally order its client transaction by running the Pbft protocol,
and then exchange this ordered transaction with all the other
clusters. Although Geobft is highly scalable, it necessitates total
replication, which forces communicating large messages among
geographically distant replicas.

1.2

consensus on the transaction and forwards it to the next shard.
This flow continues until each shard is aware of the fate of the
transaction. However, the real challenge with cross-shard transactions is to manage conflicts and to prevent deadlocks, which
RingBFT achieves by requiring cross-shard transactions to travel
in ring order. Despite all of this, RingBFT ensures communication between the shards is linear, exhibiting a neighbor-toneighbor communication. This minimalistic design has allowed
RingBFT to achieve unprecedented gains in throughput and has
allowed us to scale Bft protocols to nearly 500 nodes globally.
The benefits of our RingBFT protocol are visible from Figure 1
where we run RingBFT in a system of 9 shards with each shard
having 4, 16 and 32 replicas. Further, we show the throughput
with 0 (RingBFT) and 15% (RingBFTX ) cross-shard transactions.
We now list down our contributions.
(1) We present a novel meta-Bft protocol for sharded-replicated
permissioned blockchain systems that requires participating shards
to adhere to the ring order. We term RingBFT as “meta” because
it can employ any single-primary protocols within each shard.
(2) Our RingBFT protocol presents a scalable consensus for
cross-shard transactions that neither depends on any centralized
committee nor requires all-to-all communication.
(3) We show that the cross-shard consensus provided by RingBFT is safe, and live, despite any Byzantine attacks.
(4) We evaluate RingBFT on our ResilientDB1 framework [26–
29, 32, 33, 35, 58] against two state-of-the-art Bft protocols
for permissioned sharded systems, AHL [15], and Sharper [4].
Our results show that RingBFT easily scales to 428 globallydistributed nodes, and achieves up to 18× and 4× times higher
throughput than AHL and Sharper, respectively.

The Landscape for Sharding

To mitigate the costs associated with replicated databases, a common strategy is to employ the sharded-replicated paradigm [56].
In a sharded-replicated database, the data is distributed across a
set of shards where each shard manages a unique partition of the
data. Further, each shard replicates its partition of data to ensure
availability under failures. If each transaction accesses only one
shard, then these sharded systems can fetch high throughput as
consensus is restricted to a subset of replicas.
AHL [15] was the first permissioned blockchain system to
employ principles of sharding. AHL’s novel design helps to scale
blockchain systems to hundreds of replicas across the globe and
achieve high throughput for single-shard transactions. To tackle
cross-shard transactions that require access to data in multiple
shards, AHL designates a set of replicas as a reference committee, which globally orders all such transactions. Following AHL’s
design, Sharper [4] presents a sharding protocol that eliminates
the barrier to rely on the reference committee for ordering crossshard transactions, but necessitates global and quadratic communication among all replicas of all the participating shards.
Why RingBFT? Decades of research in database community
has illustrated that cross-shard transactions are common [14, 17,
39, 66]. In fact, heavy presence of these cross-shard transactions
has led to development of several concurrency control [8, 39,
57] and commit protocols [24, 36, 62]. Hence, in this paper, we
present our RingBFT protocol that significantly reduces the costs
associated with cross-shard transactions.
Akin to AHL and Sharper, RingBFT assumes that the readwrite sets of each transaction are known prior to the start of
consensus. Given this, RingBFT guarantees consensus for each
cross-shard transaction in at most two rotations around the
ring. In specific, RingBFT envisions each shard participating in
multiple circular flows or rings, simultaneously. For each crossshard transaction, RingBFT follows the principle of process, forward, and re-transmit. This implies that each shard performs

2

CROSS-SHARD DILEMMA

For any sharded system, ordering a single-shard transaction is
trivial as such a transaction requires access to only one shard. As a
result, achieving consensus on a single-shard transaction requires
running a standard Bft protocol. Further, single-shard transactions support parallelism as each shard can order its transaction
in parallel, this without any communication between shards.
On the other hand, cross-shard transactions are complex. Not
only do they require communication between shards but also
their fate depends on the consent of each of the involved shards.
Further, two or more cross-shard transactions can conflict if they
require access to the same data. Such conflicts can cause one
or more transactions to abort or worse, can create a distributed
deadlock in a Byzantine setting. Hence, we need an efficient
protocol to order these cross-shard transactions, which ensures
that the system is both safe and live.
Designated Committee ( AHL). One way to order cross-shard
transactions is to designate a set of replicas with this task. AHL
defines a reference committee that assigns an order to each crossshard transaction, which requires running Pbft protocol among
all the members of the reference committee [15]. Next, reference
committee members run the Two-phase commit (2pc) protocol
in a geo setting with all the replicas of involved shards. Notice
that the 2pc protocol requires: (1) each shard to send a vote to
the reference committee, (2) reference committee collects these
votes and takes a decision (abort or commit), and (3) each shard
implements the decision. Firstly, this solution requires each shard
1

ResilientDB is open-sourced at https://resilientdb.com/ and its source-code is
available at https://github.com/resilientdb/resilientdb.
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to run the Pbft protocol to decide on the vote. Secondly, the reference committee needs to run Pbft again to reach a common
decision. Finally, these multiple phases of 2PC require all-to-all
communication between the replicas of each shard and the replicas of the reference committee; hence, we can no longer utilize
the low latency and high bandwidth available within the same
data center or region, and the effect of quadratic communication is further amplified due to the limited bandwidth across
geographical regions.
Initiator Shard ( Sharper). Another way to process a crossshard transaction is to designate one of the involved shards as
the initiator shard. Sharper [4] employs this approach by requiring each cross-shard transaction to be managed by the primary
replica of one of the involved shards. This initiator primary proposes the transaction to the primaries of other shards. Next, these
primaries propose this transaction within their own shards. Following this, there is an all-to-all quadratic communication among
all replicas of all the involved shards in the geo setting.

3

are known prior to the start of the consensus [57, 66]. Given a deterministic transaction, a replica can determine which data-items
accessed by this transaction are present in its shard.
Ring Order. We assume shards in set S are logically arranged
in a ring topology. In specific, each shard S ∈ S has a position
in the ring, which we denote by id(S), 1 ≤ id(S) ≤ |S|. RingBFT
employs these identifiers to specify the flow of a cst or ring
order. For instance, a simple ring policy can be that each cst is
processed by the involved shards in the increasing order of their
identifiers. RingBFT can also adopt other complex permutations
of these identifiers for determining the flow across the ring.
Authenticated Communication. We assume that each message exchanged among clients and replicas is authenticated. Further, we assume that Byzantine replicas are unable to impersonate
non-faulty replicas. Notice that authenticated communication
is a minimal requirement to deal with Byzantine behavior. For
intra-shard communication, we employ cheap message authentication codes (MACs), while for cross-shard communication we
employ digital signatures (DS) to achieve authenticated communication. MACs facilitate symmetric cryptography by requiring
each pair of communicating nodes to share a secret key. We expect
non-faulty replicas to keep their secret keys hidden. DS follow
asymmetric cryptography. In specific, prior to signing a message,
each replica generates a pair of public-key and private-key. The
signer keeps the private-key hidden and uses it to sign a message.
Each receiver authenticates the message using the corresponding
public-key. Although MACs are cheaper than DS, they cannot
guarantee non-repudiation. We require non-repudiation property
during cross-shard communication as it helps to prove that the
message communicated was sent by the sender and the message’s
contents were not fabricated.
In the rest of this manuscript, if a message m is signed by a
replica r using DS, we represent it as ⟨m⟩r to explicitly identify
replica r. Otherwise, we assume that the message employs MAC.
To ensure message integrity, we employ a collision-resistant
cryptographic hash function H (·) that maps an arbitrary value
v to a constant-sized digest H (v) [44]. We assume that there is
a negligible probability to find another value v ′ , v , v ′ , such
that H (v) = H (v ′ ). Further, we refer to a message as well-formed
if a non-faulty receiver can validate the DS or MAC, verify the
integrity of the message digest, and determine that the sender of
the message is also the creator.

SYSTEM MODEL

To explain our RingBFT protocol in detail, we first lay down
some notations and assumptions. Our system comprises of a set
S of shards where each shard S provides a replicated service.
In specific, each shard S manages a unique partition of the data,
which is replicated by a set RS of replicas.
In each shard S, there are F ⊆ RS Byzantine replicas, of which
N F = RS \ F are non-faulty replicas. We expect non-faulty
replicas to follow the protocol and act deterministic, that is, on
identical inputs, all non-faulty replicas must produce identical
outputs. We write z = |S| to denote the total number of shards
and n = |RS |, f = |F |, and nf = |N F | to denote the number of
replicas, faulty replicas, and non-faulty replicas, respectively, in
each shard.
Fault-Tolerance Requirement. Traditional, Bft protocols
such as Pbft, Zyzzyva, and Sbft expect a total replicated system
where the total number of Byzantine replicas are less than onethird of the total replicas in the system. In our sharded-replicated
model, we adopt a slightly weaker setting where at each shard
the total number of Byzantine replicas are less than one-third of
the total replicas in that shard. In specific, at each shard S, we
expect n ≥ 3f +1. This does not imply that we want each shard to
have an equal number of replicas. Each shard can have a different
number of replicas till less than one-third are byzantine. This
requirement is in accordance with existing works in Byzantine
sharding space [4, 15].
Cross-Shard Transactions. Each shard S ∈ S can receive a
single-shard or cross-shard transaction. A single-shard transaction for S leads to intra-shard communication, that is, all the messages necessary to order this transaction are exchanged among
the replicas of S. On the other hand, a cross-shard transaction
requires access to data from a subset of shards (henceforth we
use the abbreviation cst to refer to a cross-shard transaction).
We denote this subset of shards as I where I ⊆ S, and refer to it
as involved shards. Each cst can be termed as simple or complex.
A simple cst is a collection of fragments where each shard can
independently run consensus and execute its fragment. On the
other hand, a complex cst includes dependencies, that is, an
involved shard may require access to data from other involved
shards to execute its fragment.
Deterministic Transactions. We define a deterministic transaction as the transaction for which the data-items it will read/write

4

RINGBFT CONSENSUS PROTOCOL

To achieve efficient consensus in sharded-replicated databases,
we employ our RingBFT protocol. While designing our RingBFT
protocol, we set following goals:
(G1) Inexpensive consensus of single-shard transactions.
(G2) Flexibility of employing different existing consensus protocols for intra-shard consensus.
(G3) Deadlock-free two-ring consensus of deterministic crossshard transactions.
(G4) Cheap communication between globally distributed shards.
We define the safety and liveness guarantees provided by our
RingBFT protocol.
Definition 4.1. Let S be a system of shards and RS be a set of
replicas in some shard S ∈ S. Each run of a consensus protocol in
this system should satisfy the following requirements:
Involvement Each S ∈ S processes a transaction if S ∈ I.
Termination Each non-faulty replica in RS executes a transaction.
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Figure 3: RingBFT’s concurrent consensus of two crossshard transactions TS,U,V and TU,V,W across four shards.
The prescribed ring order is S → U → V → W.

Figure 2: RingBFT consensus for single-shard transactions.
Each of the three shards S, U, and V receive transactions
T1 , T2 , and T3 from their respective clients c1 , c2 , and c3
to execute. Each shard independently run Pbft consensus,
and sends responses to respective clients.

4.2

Cross-Shard Consensus: Process &
Forward

In this section, we illustrate how RingBFT guarantees consensus
of every deterministic cross-shard transaction (cst) in at most two
rotations across the ring. To order a cst, RingBFT requires shards
to adhere to the ring order, and follow the principle of process,
forward, and re-transmit while ensuring the communication between shards is linear. We use the following example to illustrate
what we mean by following the ring order.

Non-divergence (intra-shard) All non-faulty replicas in RS execute the same transaction.
Consistence (cross-shard) Each non-faulty replica in S executes a conflicting transaction in same order.
In traditional replicated systems, non-divergence implies safety,
while termination implies liveness. For a sharded-replicated system like RingBFT, we need stronger guarantees. If a transaction requires access to only one shard, safety is provided by
involvement and non-divergence, while termination sufficiently
guarantees liveness. For a cross-shard transaction, to guarantee
safety, we also need consistency apart from involvement and
non-divergence, while liveness is provided using involvement
and termination.
RingBFT guarantees safety in an asynchronous setting. In
such a setting, messages may get lost, delayed, or duplicated,
and up to f replicas in each shard may act Byzantine. However,
RingBFT can only provide liveness during periods of synchrony.
Notice that these assumptions are no harder than those required
by existing protocols [4, 10, 15].

4.1

Shard S

forward

Example 4.3. Assume a system that comprises of four shards
S, U, V, and W where the ring order has been defined as S →
U → V → W. Say client c1 wants to process a transaction TS,U,V
that requires access to data from shards S, U, and V, and client
c2 wants to process a transaction TU,V,W that requires access
to data from shards U, V, and W (refer to Figure 3). In this case,
client c1 sends its transaction to the primary of shard S while
c2 sends its transaction to primary of U. On receiving TS,U,V ,
replicas of S process the transaction and forward it to replicas of
U. Next, replicas of U process TS,U,V and forward it to replicas
of V. Finally, replicas of V process TS,U,V and send it back to
replicas of S, which reply to client c1 . Similar flow takes place
while ordering transaction TU,V,W .
Although Example 4.3 illustrates RingBFT’s design, it is unclear how multiple concurrent cst are ordered in a deadlock-free
manner. We explain this next.

Single-Shard Consensus

To order and execute single-shard transactions is trivial. For
this task, RingBFT employs one of the many available primarybackup consensus protocols and runs them at each shard. In the
rest of this section, without the loss of generality, we assume that
RingBFT employs the Pbft consensus protocol to order singleshard transactions. We use the following example to explain
RingBFT’s single-shard consensus.

4.2.1 Cross-shard Transactional Flow. RingBFT assumes shards
are arranged in a logical ring. For the sake of explanation, we
assume the ring order of lowest to highest identifier. For each cst,
we denote one shard as the initiator shard, which is responsible
for starting consensus on the client transaction. How do we select
the initiator shard? Of all the involved shards a cst accesses, the
shard with the lowest identifier in ring order is denoted as the
initiator shard.
RingBFT also guarantees consensus for each deterministic
cst in at most two rotations across the ring. This implies that for
achieving consensus on a deterministic cst, each involved shard
S ∈ I needs to process it at most two times. Notice that if a cst
is simple, then a single rotation around the ring is sufficient to
ensure that each involved shard S safely executes its fragment.
Prior to presenting our RingBFT’s consensus protocol that
safely orders each cst, we sketch the flow of a cst in Figure 4.
In this figure, we assume a system of four shards: S, U, V, and
W where id(S) < id(U) < id(V) < id(W). The client creates a
transaction TS,U,W that requires access to data in shards S, U, and
W and sends this transaction to the primary pS of S. On receiving

Example 4.2. Assume a system that comprises of three shards
S, U, and V. Say client c1 sends T1 to S, c2 sends T2 to U, and client
c3 sends T3 to V. On receiving the client transaction, the primary
of each shard initiates the Pbft consensus protocol among its
replicas. Once each replica successfully orders the transaction, it
sends a response to the client. Such a flow is depicted in Figure 2.
It is evident from Example 4.2 that there is no communication among the shards. This is the case because each transaction
requires access to data available inside only one shard. Hence,
ordering single-shard transactions for shard S requires running
the Pbft protocol among the replicas of S without any synchronization with other shards.
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Figure 4: Representation of the normal-case flow of RingBFT in a system of four shards where client sends a cross-shard
transaction TS,U,W that requires access to data in three shards: S, U, and W.
this transaction, pS initiates the Pbft consensus protocol (local
replication) among its replicas. If the local replication is successful,
then all the replicas of S lock the corresponding data. This locking
of data-items in the ring-order helps in preventing deadlocks.
Next, replicas of S forward the transaction to replicas of shard
U. Notice that only linear communication takes place between
replicas of S and U. Hence, to handle any failures, replicas of U
share this message among themselves. Next, replicas of U also
follow similar steps and forward transaction to W. As W is the last
shard in the ring of involved shards, it goes ahead and executes
the cst if all the dependencies are met. Finally, replicas of shards
S and U also execute the transaction and replicas of S send the
result of execution to the client.

4.3

4.3.3 Pre-prepare Phase. When a replica r ∈ RS receives the
Preprepare message from pS , it checks if the request is wellformed. If this is the case and if r has not agreed to support any
other request from pS as the k-th request, then it broadcasts a
Prepare message in its shard S.
4.3.4 Prepare Phase. When a replica r ∈ RS receives identical
Prepare messages from nf distinct replicas, it gets an assurance
that a majority of non-faulty replicas are supporting this request.
At this point, each replica r broadcasts a Commit message to all
the replicas in S. Once a transaction passes this phase, the replica
r marks it prepared.
4.3.5 Commit and Data Locking. When a replica r receives
well-formed identical Commit messages from nf distinct replicas
in S, it checks if it also prepared this transaction at same sequence
number. If this is the case, RingBFT requires each replica r to
lock all the read-write sets that transaction TI needs to access in
shard S. In RingBFT, we allow replicas to process and broadcast
Prepare and Commit messages out-of-order, but require each
replica to acquire locks on data in transactional sequence order.
This out-of-ordering helps replicas to continuously perform useful work by concurrently participating in consensus of several
transactions. To achieve these tasks, each replica r tracks the
maximum sequence number (k max ), which indicates the sequence
number of the last transaction to lock data. If sequence number k
for a transaction TI is greater than k max + 1, we store the transaction in a list π until transaction at k max + 1 has acquired the
locks. Once the k max + 1-th transaction has acquired locks, we
gradually release transactions in π until there is a transaction
that wishes to lock already locked data-fragments. We illustrate
this through the following example.

Cross-Shard Consensus Algorithm

We use Figure 5 to present RingBFT’s algorithm for ordering
cross-shard transactions. Next, we discuss these steps in detail.
4.3.1 Client Request. When a client c wants to process a
cross-shard transaction TI , it creates a ⟨TI ⟩c message and sends
it to the primary of the first shard in ring order. As part of this
transaction, the client c specifies the information regarding all the
involved shards (I), such as their identifiers and the necessary
read-write sets of each shard. Notice that the client signs this
message using DS to prevent repudiation attacks.
4.3.2 Client Request Reception. When the primary pS of shard
S receives a client request TI , it first checks if the message is
well-formed. If this is the case, then pS checks if among the
set of involved shards I, S is the first shard in ring order. If this
condition is met, then pS assigns this request a linearly increasing
sequence number k, calculates the digest ∆, and broadcasts a
Preprepare message to all the replicas RS of its shard. In the
case when S is not the first shard in the ring order, pS forwards
the transaction to the primary of the appropriate shard.

Example 4.4. Assume the use of following notations for four
transactions and the data-fragments they access at shard S: T1,a ,
T2,b , T3,a , and T4,c . For instance, T1,a implies that transaction
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T2,b . Next, r moves to T3,a but it cannot process T3,a due to lockconflicts. Hence, it places back T3,a in π and stops processing
transactions in π until lock is available for T3,a .

Initialization:
// k max :=0 (maximum sequence number in shard S)
// ΣI := ∅ (set of data-fragments of each shard)
// π := ∅ (list of pending transactions at a replica)

1:
2:
3:

Client-role (used by client c to request transaction TI ) :
Sends ⟨TI ⟩c to the primary pS of shard S.
Awaits receipt of messages Response( ⟨TI ⟩c , k, r ) from f + 1 replicas of S.
Considers TI executed, with result r , as the k -th transaction.

Notice that if the client transaction TI is a single-shard transaction, it requires access to data-items in only this shard. In such
a case, this commit phase is the final phase of consensus and each
replica executes TI and replies to the client when the lock for
the corresponding data-item is available.

// This event is only triggered at the primary replica of each shard.
Primary-role (running at the primary pS of shard S) :
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

event pS receives ⟨TI ⟩c do
if S ∈ I ∧ id(S) = FirstInRingOrder(I) then
Calculate digest ∆ := H ( ⟨T ⟩c ).
Broadcast Preprepare( ⟨TI ⟩c , ∆, k) in shard S (order at sequence k ).
else
Send to primary pU of shard U, U ∈ S ∧ id(U) = FirstInRingOrder(I)

4.3.6 Forward to next Shard via Linear Communication. Once
a replica r in S locks the data corresponding to cst TI , it sends
a Forward message to only one replica q of the next shard in
ring order. As one of the key goals of RingBFT is to ensure
communication between two shards is linear, so we design a
communication primitive that builds on top of the optimal bound
for communication between two shards [33, 42]. We define RingBFT’s cross-shard communication primitive as follows:
Linear Communication Primitive. In a system S of shards,
where each shard S, U ∈ S has at most f Byzantine replicas, if
each replica in shard S communicates with a distinct replica
in shard U, then at least f + 1 non-faulty replicas from S will
communicate with f + 1 non-faulty replicas in U.
Our linear communication primitive guarantees that to reliably
communicate a message m between two shards requires only
sending a linear number of messages in comparison to protocols
like AHL and Sharper which require quadratic communication.
Using this communication primitive, to communicate message m
from shard S to shard U, we need to exchange only n messages.
So, how does RingBFT achieve this task? We require each
replica of S to initiate communication with the replica of U having
the same identifier. Hence, replica r of shard S sends a Forward
message to replica q in shard U such that id(r) = id(q). By sending a Forward message, r is requesting q to initiate consensus
on ⟨TI ⟩c . For q to support such a request, it needs a proof that
⟨TI ⟩c was successfully ordered in shard S. Hence, r includes the
DS on Commit messages from nf distinct replicas (Line 16).
Until now, we assumed that each shard has an equal number
of replicas. If we forgo this assumption, it will not affect the intrashard consensus, that is, the Bft consensus protocol running at
each shard remains unchanged. Further, the transaction execution
explained in the next section also remains unaffected. The only
visible change occurs in our linear communication primitive.
However, even this change does not impact the correctness of our
RingBFT protocol as our linear communication primitive builds
on the optimal bound for communication between two shards,
which permits shards to have a different number of replicas while
guaranteeing linear communication complexity [33, 42].
Finally, in Section 5.1.2, we illustrate how our linear communication primitive can handle attacks by byzantine replicas.

// This event is only triggered at a non-primary replica.
Non-Primary Replica-role (running at the replica r of shard S) :
event r receives Preprepare( ⟨TI ⟩c , ∆, k) from pS such that:
message is well-formed, and r did not accept a k -th proposal from pS . do
11:
Broadcast Prepare(∆, k) to replicas in RS .

10:

// Following events are triggered at every replica irrespective of whether it is the primary
or a non-primary replica.
Replica-role (running at any replica r of shard S) :
12:
13:

event r receives well-formed Prepare(∆, k) messages from nf replicas in S do
Broadcast ⟨Commit(∆, k)⟩r to replicas in RS .

14:

event r receives nf m := ⟨Commit(∆, k)⟩q messages such that:
each message m is well-formed and is sent by a distinct replica q ∈ RS . do
U be the shard to forward such that id(U) = NextInRingOrder(I).
A := set of DS of these nf messages.
if k = k max + 1 // Forward to next shard then
Lock data-fragment corresponding to ⟨TI ⟩c .
Send ⟨Forward( ⟨TI ⟩c , A, m, ∆, )⟩r to replica o, where o ∈ RU ∧ id(r) = id(o)
else
Store ⟨Forward( ⟨TI ⟩c , A, m, ∆, )⟩r in π .
while π ! = ∅ // Pop out waiting transaction. do
Extract transaction at k max + 1 from π (if any).
if Corresponding data-fragment is not locked then

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

k max = k max + 1

Follow lines 18 and 19.
else
Store transaction at k max in π and exit the loop.

// Locally share any message from previous shard.
event r receives message m := ⟨message-type ⟩q such that:
m is well-formed and sent by replica q, where
id(U) = PrevInRingOrder(I), q ∈ RU ∧ id(r) = id(q) do
30:
Broadcast m to all replicas in S.

29:

31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:

// Forward message from previous shard.
event r receives f + 1 m ′ := ⟨Forward( ⟨TI ⟩c , A, m, ∆)⟩q such that:
each m ′ is well-formed; and set A includes valid DS from nf replicas for m . do
if Data-fragment corresponding to ⟨TI ⟩c is locked // Second Rotation then
Execute data-fragment of ⟨TI ⟩c and add to log.
Push result to set ΣI .
Release the locks from corresponding data-fragment.
V be the shard to forward such that id(V) = NextInRingOrder(I).
Send ⟨Execute(∆, ΣI )⟩r to replica o, where o ∈ RV ∧ id(r) = id(o).
else if r = pS // Primary initiates consensus then
Broadcast Preprepare( ⟨TI ⟩c , ∆, k ′ ) in shard S (order at sequence k ′ ).
event r receives m ′ := ⟨Execute(∆, ΣI )⟩q such that:
m ′ is sent by replica q, where q ∈ RU ∧ id(r) = id(q) do
if Already executed ⟨TI ⟩c // Reply to client then
Send client c the result r .
else
Follow lines 33 to 37.

Figure 5: The event-based normal-case algorithm of RingBFT. Depending on the type of message the primary
replica or a non-primary replica receives, specific events
are triggered.

4.3.7 Execution and Final Rotation. Once a client request has
been ordered on all the involved shards, we call it one complete
rotation around the ring. This is a significant event because it
implies that all the necessary data-fragments have been locked
by each of the involved shards. If a cst is simple, then each
shard can independently execute its fragment without any further
communication between the shards. In the case a cst is complex,
at the end of the first rotation, the replicas of the first shard in
ring order (S) will receive a Forward message from the replicas
of the last shard in ring order.
Next, the replicas of S will attempt to execute parts of transaction, which are their responsibility. Post execution, replicas

at sequence 1 requires access to data-item a. Next, due to outof-order message processing, assume a replica r in S receives nf
Commit messages for T2,b , T3,a , and T4,c before T1,a . Hence,
π = {T2,b , T3,a , T4,c }. Once r receiving nf Commit messages
for T1,a , it locks data-item a and extracts T2,b from π . As T2,b
wishes to lock a distinct data-item, so r continues processing
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of S send Execute messages to the replicas in next shard using
our communication primitive. Notice that the Execute message
includes updated write sets (ΣI ), which help in resolving any
dependencies during execution. Finally, when the execution is
completed across all the shards, the first shard in ring order
replies to the client.

5

to initiate consensus on TI . During this time, r expects pS to
start consensus on at least one transaction from c, otherwise
it initiates view-change protocol. Notice that a Byzantine client
can always forward its request to all the replicas of some shard
to blame a non-faulty primary. Such an attack will not succeed
as if c sends to r an already executed request, r simply replies
with the stored response. Moreover, if r belongs to some shard
S, which is not the first shard in ring order, then r ignores the
client transaction.
(A2) Faulty Primary and/or Unreliable network. A faulty
primary can prevent successful consensus of a client transaction.
Such a primary can be trivially detected as at most f non-faulty
replicas would have successfully committed the transaction (received at least n − f Commit messages).
An unreliable network can cause messages to get lost or indefinitely delayed. Such an attack is difficult to detect and non-faulty
replicas may blame the primary.
Each primary represents a view of a shard. Hence, the term
view-change is often used to imply primary replacement. Notice
that each shard in RingBFT is a replicated system. Further, RingBFT is a meta-protocol, which employs existing Bft protocols,
such as Pbft, to run consensus. These properties allow RingBFT
to use the accompanying view-change protocol. Specifically, in
this paper, we use Pbft’s view change protocol (for MAC-based
authentication) to detect and replace a faulty primary [11].
A replica r ∈ RS initiates the view-change protocol to replace
its primary pS in response to a timeout. As discussed earlier in
this section, there are two main causes for such timeouts: (i) r
does not receive nf identical Commit messages from distinct
replicas, and (ii) pS fails to propose a request from client c.
(A3) Malicious Primary. A malicious primary p can ensure
that up to f non-faulty replicas in its shard S are unable to make
progress (in dark). Under such conditions, the affected non-faulty
replicas will request a view-change, but they will not be successful as the next primary may not receive sufficient ViewChange
messages (from at least nf replicas) to initiate a new view. Further, the remaining f + 1 non-faulty replicas will not support
such ViewChange requests as it is impossible for them to distinguish between this set of f non-faulty replicas and the actual
f Byzantine replicas.
To ensure these replicas in dark make progress, traditional protocols periodically send checkpoint messages. These checkpoint
messages include all client transactions and the corresponding
nf Commit messages since the last checkpoint.

UNCIVIL EXECUTIONS

In previous sections, we discussed transactional flows under the
assumption that the network is stable and replicas will follow the
stated protocol. However, any Byzantine-Fault Tolerant protocol
should provide safety under asynchronous settings and liveness
in the period of synchrony even if up to f replicas are Byzantine.
RingBFT offers safety in an asynchronous environment. To
guarantee liveness during periods of synchrony, RingBFT offers
several recovery protocols, such as checkpoint, retransmission,
and view-change, to counter malicious attacks. The first step in
recovery against any attack is detection. To do so, we require each
replica r to employ a set of timers. When a timer at a replica r
timeouts, then r initiates an appropriate recovery mechanism. In
specific, each replica r sets following timers:
• Local Timer – To track successful replication of a transaction in its shard.
• Transmit Timer – To re-transmit a successfully replicated cross-shard transaction to next shard.
• Remote Timer – To track replication of a cross-shard
transaction in the previous shard.
Each of these timers is initiated at the occurrence of a distinct
event and its timeout leads to running a specific recovery mechanism. When a local timer expires, then the corresponding replica
initiates replacement of the primary of its shard (view-change),
while a remote timer timeout requires the replica to inform the
previous shard in ring order about the insufficient communication. This brings us to following observation regarding the
consensus offered by RingBFT:
Proposition 5.1. If the network is reliable and the primary of
each shard is non-faulty, then the Byzantine replicas in the system
cannot affect the consensus protocol.
Notice that Proposition 5.1 holds implicitly as no step in Figure 5 depends on the correct working of non-primary Byzantine
replicas; in each shard S, local replication of each transaction is
managed by the primary of S and communication between any
two shards S and U involves all the replicas. This implies that we
need only consider cases when the network is unreliable and/or
primary is Byzantine. We know that RingBFT guarantees safety
even in unreliable communication and requires a reliable network for assuring liveness. Hence, we will illustrate mechanisms
to tackle attacks by Byzantine primaries. Next, we illustrate how
RingBFT resolves all the possible attacks it encounters.

5.1

Cross-Shard Attacks

Until now, we have discussed attacks that can be resolved by
replicas of any shard independent of the functioning of other
shards. However, the existence of cross-shard transactions unravels new attacks, which may span multiple shards. We use the
term cross-shard attacks to denote attacks that thwart successful
consensus of a cst, First, we describe such attacks, and then we
present solutions to recover from these attacks.
In RingBFT, we know that the consensus of each cst follows
a ring order. In specific, for a cross-shard transaction TI , each of
its involved shards S, U ∈ I first run a local consensus and then
communicate the data to the next shard in ring order. Earlier in
this section, we observed that if at least f + 1 non-faulty replicas
of any shard are unable to reach consensus on TI , then that
shard will undergo local view-change. Hence, we are interested
in those cross-shard attacks where neither the involved shards are

(A1) Client Behavior and Attacks. In the case, the primary
is Byzantine and/or network is unreliable, client is the key entity
at loss. Client requested the primary to process its transaction,
but due to an ongoing Byzantine attack, client did not receive
sufficient responses. Clearly, client cannot wait indefinitely to
receive valid responses. Hence, we require each client c to start a
timer when it sends its transaction TI to the primary pS of shard
S. If the timer timeouts prior to c receiving at least f + 1 identical
responses, c broadcasts TI to all the replicas r ∈ RS of shard S.
When a non-primary replica r receives a transaction from c,
it forwards that transaction to pS and waits on a timer for pS
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Triggering of Timers. In RingBFT, we know that for each crossshard transaction, each replica r of S sets three distinct timers.
Although each timer helps in recovering against a specific attack,
there needs to be an order in which they timeout. As local timers
lead to detecting a local malicious primary, we expect a local
timer to have the shortest duration. Further, a remote timer helps
to detect a lack of communication due to which it has a longer
duration than local timers. Similarly, we require the duration of
retransmit timer to be the longest.

Replica-role (running at the replica q of shard U) :
event Remote timer of q timeouts such that:
q has received at most f ⟨Forward( ⟨TI ⟩c , A, m, ∆, )⟩r messages, where
id(S) = PrevInRingOrder(I), r ∈ RS do
2:
Send ⟨RemoteView( ⟨TI ⟩c , ∆)⟩q to replica o, where o ∈ RS ∧ id(q) = id(o)
1:

event r receives message m := ⟨RemoteView( ⟨TI ⟩c , ∆)⟩q such that:
m is well-formed and sent by replica q, where
id(U) = NextInRingOrder(I), q ∈ RU ∧ id(r) = id(q) do
4:
Broadcast m to all replicas in S.

3:

5:
6:

event r receives f + 1 ⟨RemoteView( ⟨TI ⟩c , ∆)⟩q messages do
Initiate Local view-change protocol.

Figure 6: The remote view-change algorithm of RingBFT.

6

RINGBFT GUARANTEES

We now state the safety, liveness, and no deadlock guarantees
provided by our RingBFT protocol.

able to trigger local view change by themselves, nor are they able
to execute the transaction and reply to the client. This can only
occur when all the involved shards of a cross-shard transaction
TI , either successfully completed consensus on TI , or are unable
to initiate the consensus on TI . Next, we describe these attacks.
Assume RS and RU represent the sets of replicas in shards S
and U, respectively.
(C1) No Communication. Under a no communication attack, we expect that the replicas in RS are unable to send any
messages to replicas of RU .
(C2) Partial Communication. Under a partial communication attack, we expect that at least f + 1 replicas in RU receive
less than f + 1 Forward messages from replicas in RS .
Both of these attacks could occur solely due to an unreliable
network that causes message loss or indefinite message delays.
Further, a malicious primary can collude with an adversarial
network to accelerate the frequency of such attacks. In either
of the cases, to recover from such cross-shard attacks, all the
involved shards may need to communicate among themselves.

Proposition 6.1. Let Ri , i ∈ {1, 2}, be two non-faulty replicas
in shard S that committed to ⟨Ti ⟩ci as the k-th transaction sent by
p. If n > 3f, then ⟨T1 ⟩c1 = ⟨T2 ⟩c2 .
Proof. Replica ri only committed to ⟨T⟩ci after ri received
identical Commit(∆, k) messages from nf distinct replicas in S.
Let X i be the set of such nf replicas and Yi = X i \ F be the
non-faulty replicas in X i . As |F | = f, so |Yi | ≥ nf − f. We
know that each non-faulty replica only supports one transaction
from primary p as the k-th transaction, and it will send only
one Prepare message. This implies that sets Y1 and Y2 must not
overlap. Hence, |X 1 ∪ X 2 | ≥ 2(nf − f). As |X 1 ∪ X 2 | = nf, the
above inequality simplifies to 3f ≥ n, which contradicts n > 3f.
Thus, we conclude ⟨T1 ⟩c1 = ⟨T2 ⟩c2 .
□
Theorem 6.2. No Deadlock: In a system S of shards, where
S, U ∈ S and S , U, no two replicas r ∈ S and q ∈ U that order
two conflicting transactions TI1 and TI2 such that S, U ∈ I1 ∩ I2
will execute TI1 and TI2 in different orders.

5.1.1 Message Retransmission. In RingBFT, to handle a no
communication attack, affected replicas of the preceding shard
retransmit their original message to the next shard in ring order.
Specifically, when a replica r of shard S successfully completes
the consensus on transaction TI , it sets the transmit timer for
this request prior to sending the Forward message to replica Q
of shard U (next shard in ring order). When the transmit timer
of r timeouts, it again sends the Forward message to q.

Proof. We know that RingBFT associates an identifier with
each shard and uses this identifier to define a ring order. Let
id(S) < id(U), and the ring order be defined as lowest to highest
identifier. Assume that the conflicting transactions TI1 and TI2
are in a deadlock at shards S and U, where S, U ∈ I1 ∩ I2 . This
implies that each non-faulty replica r ∈ S has locked some dataitem for TI1 that is required by TI2 while each non-faulty replica
q ∈ U has locked some data-item for TI2 that is required by TI1
or vice versa.
As each transaction TIi , i ∈ [1, 2] accesses S and U in ring
order, so each transaction TIi was initiated by S. This implies that
the primary of S would have assigned these transactions distinct
sequence numbers ki , i ∈ [1, 2], such that k 1 < k 2 or k 1 > k 2
(k 1 = k 2 is not possible as it will be detected as a Byzantine
attack). During the commit phase, each replica r will put the
transaction with larger sequence number ki in the π list and
lock the corresponding data-item (Figure 5, Line 23), while the
transaction with smaller ki is forwarded to the next shard U.
The transaction present in the π list is only extracted once the
data-item is unlocked. Hence, there is a contradiction, that is,
shards S and U will not suffer deadlock.
□

5.1.2 Remote View Change. A partial communication attack
could be either due to a Byzantine primary or unreliable network.
If the primary pS of shard S is Byzantine, then it will ensure that
at most f non-faulty replicas replicate a cross-shard transaction
TI (S, U ∈ I), locally. As a result, replicas of next shard U will
receive at most f Forward messages. Another case is where the
network is unreliable, and under such conditions, replicas of U
may again receive at most f Forward messages.
From Figure 5, we know that when replica q of shard U receives
a Forward message from replica r of shard S such that id(r) =
id(q), then q broadcasts this Forward message to all the replicas
in U. At this point, RingBFT also requires replica q to start the
remote timer. If any replica q in shard U does not receive identical
Forward messages from f + 1 distinct replicas of shard S, prior
to the timeout of its remote timer, then q detects a cross-shard
attack and sends a RemoteView message to the replica r of shard
S, where id(r) = id(q). Following this, r broadcasts the received
RemoteView message to all the replicas in S. Finally, when any
replica r of shard S receives RemoteView messages from f + 1
replicas of U, it supports the view change request and initiates
the view-change protocol. We illustrate this process in Figure 6.

Theorem 6.3. Safety: In a system S of shards, where each shard
S ∈ S has at most f Byzantine replicas, each replica r follows the
Involvement, Non-divergence, and Consistence properties. Specifically, all the replicas of S execute each transaction in the same order,
and every conflicting cross-shard transaction is executed by all the
replicas of all the involved shards in the same order.
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Proof. Using Proposition 6.1 we have already illustrated that
RingBFT safely replicates a single-shard transaction, despite a
malicious primary and/or unreliable network. In specific, any
non-faulty replica R ∈ RS will only commit a single-shard transaction if it receives Commit messages from nf distinct replicas
in RS . When a non-faulty replica receives less than nf Commit
messages, then eventually its local timer will timeout and it will
participate in the view-change protocol. Post the view-change
protocol, any request that was committed by at least one nonfaulty replica will persist across views.
Similarly, we can show that each cross-shard transaction is
also safely replicated across all replicas of all the involved shards.
In RingBFT, each cross-shard transaction TI is processed in
ring order by all the involved shards I. Let shards S, U ∈ I and
id(S) < id(U) such that ring order is based on lowest to highest
identifier. Hence, replicas of shard U will only start consensus
on TI if they receive Forward messages from f + 1 distinct
replicas of S. Further, each of these Forward messages includes
DS from nf distinct replicas of S on identical Commit messages
corresponding to TI , which guarantees that TI was replicated
in S. If the network is unreliable and/or primary of shard S is
Byzantine, then replicas of U will receive less than f +1 Forward
messages. In such a case, either the remote timer at replicas of
U will timeout, or one of the two timers (local timer or transmit
timer) of replicas of S will timeout. In any case, following the
specific recovery procedure, replicas of U will receive a sufficient
number of Forward messages.
□

For experimentation, we deploy ResilientDB on Google Cloud
Platform (GCP) in fifteen regions across five continents, namely:
Oregon, Iowa, Montreal, Netherlands, Taiwan, Sydney, Singapore,
South Carolina, North Virginia, Los Angeles, Las Vegas, London,
Belgium, Tokyo, and Hong Kong. In any experiment involving
less than 15 shards, the choice of the shards is in the order we
have mentioned above. We deploy each replica on a 16-core N1
machine having Intel Broadwell CPUs with a 2.2GHz clock and
32GB RAM. For deploying clients, we use the 4-core variants
having 16GB RAM. For each experiment, we equally distribute
the clients in all regions.
Benchmark. To provide workload for our experiments, we
use the Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark from the BlockBench
suite (YCSB) [13, 18] . Each client transaction queries a YCSB
table with an active set of 600 k records. For our evaluation, we
adopt transactions that read and modify existing records. Prior
to each experiment, each replica initializes an identical copy of
the YCSB table. YCSB workloads help us to create cross-shard
client transactions with varying degrees of conflict, while other
workloads aim to evaluate the cost of executing a transaction,
which is orthogonal to our RingBFT consensus.
Existing Protocols. In all our experiments, we compare the
performance of RingBFT against two other state-of-the-art sharding Bft protocols, AHL [15] and Sharper [4]. In Section 2, we
highlighted key properties of these protocols. Like RingBFT,
both AHL and Sharper employ Pbft to achieve consensus on
single-shard transactions. Hence, all three protocols have identical implementations for replicating single-shard transactions. For
achieving consensus on cross-shard transactions, we follow the
respective algorithms and modify ResilientDB appropriately.
WAN Bandwidth and Round-Trip Costs. As the majority of
experiments take place in a geo-scaled WAN environment spanning multiple continents, available bandwidth and round-trip
costs between two regions play a crucial role. Prior works [2, 33]
have illustrated that if the available bandwidth is low and roundtrip costs are high, then the protocols dependent on a subset
of replicas face performance degradation. In the case of AHL,
the reference committee is responsible for managing cross-shard
consensus, while for Sharper, the primary of coordinating shard
leads the cross-shard consensus. Hence, both of these protocols observe low throughput and high latency in proportion to
available bandwidth and round-trip costs. Although RingBFT
requires cross-shard communication in the form of Forward and
Execute messages, the system is comparably less burdened as all
the replicas participate equally in this communication process.
Standard Settings. Unless explicitly stated, we use the following settings for all our experiments. We run with a mixture
of single-shard and cross-shard transactions, of which 30% are
cross-shard transactions. Each cross-shard transaction accesses
all the 15 regions, and in each shard we deploy 28 replicas, that
is, a total of 420 globally distributed replicas. The number of keyvalue pairs accessed by each transaction varies in accordance
with the number of regions accessed. For example, if a transaction accesses three regions, then it accesses three key-value
pairs. In these experiments, we allow up to 50K clients to send
transactions. Further, we require clients and replicas to employ
batching and create batches of transactions of size 100.
The sizes of messages communicated during RingBFT consensus are: Preprepare (5408B), Prepare (216B), Commit (269B),
Forward (6147B), Checkpoint (164B), and Execute (1732B).

Theorem 6.4. Liveness: In a system S of shards, where each
shard S ∈ S has at most f Byzantine replica, if the network is reliable, then each replica r follows the Involvement and Termination
properties. Specifically, all the replicas continue making progress,
and good clients continue receiving responses for their transactions.
Proof. In the case of a single-shard transaction, if the primary
is non-faulty, then each replica will continue processing client
transactions. If the primary is faulty, and prevents a request from
replicating by allowing at most f replicas to receive Commit
messages, then such a primary will be replaced through viewchange protocol, following which a new primary will ensure
that the replicas continue processing subsequent transactions.
Notice that there can be at most f such faulty primaries, and the
system will eventually make progress. If the primary is malicious,
then it can keep up to f non-faulty replicas in dark, which will
continue making progress through periodic checkpoints. In the
case of a cross-shard transaction, there is nothing extra that a
faulty primary pS can do than preventing local replication of
the transaction. If pS does that, then as discussed above, pS will
be replaced. Further, during any communication between two
shards, primary has no extra advantage over other replicas in the
system. Further, the existence of transmit and remote timers help
replicas of all the involved shards to keep track of any malicious
act by primaries.
□

7

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our RingBFT protocol. To do so, we
implement RingBFT on our high throughput yielding permissioned blockchain fabric, ResilientDB [26–29, 32, 33, 35, 58].
ResilientDB associated a multi-threaded pipelined architecture
with each replica, which helps to optimally design a consensus
protocol. For implementation details, we refer the reader to the
full version of this paper [59].
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Note: Our RingBFT protocol provides support for standard
multi-statement transactions that are widely adopted by deterministic databases [36, 39, 57, 60, 66]. Hence, the complexity of
designing RingBFT is similar to running an application on top
of a deterministic database. Hence, we believe a developer would
not face any new challenges.
Through our experiments, we want to answer the following:
(Q1) What is the effect of increasing the number of shards on
consensus provided by RingBFT?
(Q2) How does varying the number of replicas per shard affects the performance of RingBFT?
(Q3) What is the impact of increasing the percentage of crossshard transactions on RingBFT?
(Q4) How does batching affect the system performance?
(Q5) What is the effect of varying the number of involved
shards in a cross-shard transaction on RingBFT?
(Q6) What is the impact of varying number of clients on consensus provided by RingBFT?
(Q7) How do faulty primary and view change affect the performance of RingBFT?
Scaling Number of Shards. For our first set of experiments,
we study the effect of scaling the number of shards. In specific, we
require clients to send cross-shard transactions that can access
from 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 15 shards, while keeping other parameters
at the standard setting. We use Figures 7 (I) and (II) to illustrate
the throughput and latency metrics.
RingBFT achieves 16× and 4× higher throughput than AHL
and Sharper in the 15 shard setting, respectively. An increase in
the number of shards only increases the length of the ring while
keeping the amount of communication between two shards at
constant. As a result, for RingBFT, we observe an increase in latency as there is an increase in time to go around the ring, namely,
a linear neighbor-to-neighbor communication. From three shards
to 15 shards, the latency increases from 1.17s to 6.82s. Notice
that the throughput for RingBFT is nearly constant since the
size of shards and the amount of communication among shards
are constant. This is a consequence of an increase in the number
of shards that can perform consensus on single-shard transactions in parallel. Although on increasing the number of shards,
there is a proportional increase in the number of involved shards
per transaction, the linear communication pattern of RingBFT
prevents throughput degradation.
In the case of AHL, the consensus on cross-shard transactions
is led by the reference committee, which essentially centralizes
the communication in the global setting and affects the system
performance. In contrast, Sharper scales better because there
is no single reference committee leading all cross-shard consensuses. However, even Sharper sees a fall in throughput due to
two rounds of communication between all replicas of all the involved shards. For a system where all the shards are globally
scattered, quadratic communication complexity and communication between all the shards impacts the scalability of the system.
Scaling Number of Replicas per Shard. We now study the
effects of varying different parameters within a single shard. Our
next set of experiments aim to increase the amount of replication
within a single shard. In specific, we allow each shard to have 10,
16, 22, and 28 replicas. We use Figures 7 (III) and (IV) to illustrate
the throughput and latency metrics.
These plots reaffirm our theory that RingBFT ensures up to
16× higher throughput and 11× lower latency than the other two
protocols. As the number of replicas in each shard increases, there
is a corresponding decrease in throughput for RingBFT. This

decrease is not surprising because RingBFT employs the Pbft
protocol for local replication, which necessitates two phases of
quadratic communication complexity. This, in turn increases the
size (and as a result cost) of Forward messages communicated
between shards.
In the case of AHL, the existence of a reference committee acts
as a performance bottleneck to an extent that 30% cross-shard
transactions involving all the 15 shards subsides the benefits due
to reduced replication (10 or 16 replicas). Sharper also observes
a drop in its performance as it relies on Pbft, and is unable to
scale at smaller configurations due to expensive communication
that requires an all-to-all communication between the replicas
of involved shards. To summarize: RingBFT achieves up to 4×
and 16× higher throughput than Sharper and AHL, respectively.
Varying percentage of Cross-shard Transactions. For our
next study, we allow client workloads to have 0, 5%, 10%, 15%,
30%, 60%, and 100% cross-shard transactions. We use Figures 7
(V) and (VI) to illustrate the throughput and latency metrics.
When the workload contains no cross-shard transactions, it
simply indicates a system where all the transactions access only
one shard. In this case, all the three protocols attain the same
throughput and latency as all of them employ Pbft for reaching consensus on single-shard transactions. They achieve 1.2
Million txn/s throughput among 500 nodes in 15 globally distributed regions. With a small (5%) introduction of cross-shard
transactions in the workload, there is a significant decrease for
all the protocols. The amount of decrease is in accordance to the
reasons we discussed in previous sections. However, RingBFT
continues to outperform other protocols. In the extreme case of
100% cross-shard workload, RingBFTachieve 4× and 18× higher
throughput and 3.3× and 7.8× lower latency than Sharper and
AHL, respectively.
Varying the Batch Size. Next, we study the impact of batching transactions on system performance. We require the three
protocols to run consensus on batches of client transactions with
sizes 10, 50, 100, 500, 1K, and 5K. We use Figures 7 (VII) and (VIII)
to illustrate the throughput and latency metrics.
As the number of transactions in a batch increases, there is a
proportional decrease in the number of consensuses. For example,
with a batch size of 10 and 100 for 5000 transactions, we need
500 and 50 instances of consensus. However, larger batches also
cause an increase in latency due to the increased cost of communication and time for processing all the transactions in the batch.
Hence, we observe an increase in throughput on moving from
small batches of 10 transactions to large batches of 1K transactions. On further increase (after 1.5K), the system throughput
hits saturation and eventually decreases as benefits of batching
are over-shadowed by increased communication costs.
Starting from the batch size of 10, on increasing the batch
size, the throughput increases up to 27× in RingBFT because,
with less communication and fewer messages, we are processing
more transactions. This trend lasts until the system reaches its
saturation point in terms of communication and computation,
which is the batch size of 1.5K for RingBFT. Once the system
is at filling its network bandwidth, adding more transactions
to the batch will not increase the throughput because it cannot
process more, and sending those batches will be a bottleneck for
the system. Ideally, it should get constant after some point but
because of implementation details and queuing, it drops slightly
after some time.
Ideally, we expect the latency to also decrease with an increase
in batch size. However, for RingBFT, more transactions in a batch
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Figure 7: Measuring system throughput and average latency on running different Bft sharding consensus protocols.
implies more time spent processing the transactions around the
ring. This causes an increase in latency for the client. To summarize: Using the optimal batch size improve the throughput of
RingBFT, Sharper and AHL, 27×, 45×, and 3× respectively.
Varying Number of Involved Shards. We now keep the
number of shards fixed at 15 and require all clients to create transactions that access a subset of these shards. In specific, clients
send transactions that access 1, 3, 6, 9, and 15 shards. As our
selected order for shards gives no preference to their proximity
to each other (to prevent any bias), our clients select consecutive
shards in order to generate the workload.
We use Figures 7 (IX) and (X) to illustrate the throughput and
latency metrics. As expected, all three protocols observe a drop
in performance on the increase in the number of involved shards.
However, RingBFT still outperforms the other two protocols.
As we increase the number of involved shards, the performance
gap between RingBFT and the other two protocols increases. As
shown in the graph, with three shards involved, RingBFT has a
4% performance gap, increasing to 4× with 15 shards involved.
Varying Number of Clients. Each system can reach optimal latency only if it is not overwhelmed by incoming client
requests. In this section, we study the impact of the same by
varying the number of incoming client transactions through a
gradual increase in the number of clients from 5K to 20K. We use
Figures 7 (XI) and (XII) to illustrate resulting throughput and latency metrics. As we increase the number of clients transmitting
transactions, we observe a 15−20% increase in throughput, reaching the saturation point. Having more clients causes a decrease
between 7% and 9%, which is a result of various queues being full
with incoming requests, which in turn causes a replica to perform
extensive memory management. Due to similar reasons, there

is a significant increase in latency as the time to process each
request has increased proportionally. We observed 32.75s, 58.21s,
and 59.64s increase in RingBFT, Sharper, and AHL respectively.
Despite this, RingBFT scales better than other protocols even
when the system is overwhelmed by clients.
Impact of Primary Failure. Next, we evaluate the effect of
replacing a faulty primary in different shards. For this experiment,
we run experiments with 9 shards and allow workload to consist
of 30% cross-shard transactions. We use Figure 8 to show the
throughput attained by RingBFT when the primary of the first
three shards fail, and the replicas run the view change protocol
to replace the faulty primary. The primaries of these shards fail
at 10s, and the system’s average throughput starts decreasing
while other shards are processing their clients’ requests. RingBFT
observes a 15% decrease in throughput and post view change; it
again observes an increase in throughput.
Impact of Complex Cross-Shard Transactions. Until now,
we have experimented with simple cst where for a given cst each
shard could independently execute its data-fragment. However,
a sharded system may encounter a complex cst where each
shard may require access to data (and needs to check constraints)
present in other shards while executing its data-fragment. These
data-access dependencies require each shard to read the data
from remote shards.
Our RingBFT protocol performs this task by requiring each
shard to send its read-write sets along with the Forward message. In this section, we study the cost of communicating the
read-write sets of a complex cst on our RingBFT protocol. We
use Figure 9 to illustrate the throughput and latency metrics on
varying the number of data-access dependencies from 0 to 64
distributed randomly across 15 shards. These figures illustrate
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Figure 9: RingBFT’s throughput and latency on encountering complex cross-shard transactions with dependencies
varying from 0 to 64.

Figure 8: RingBFT’s throughput under the primary failure of
three shards out of nine. (s = 10) primary fails; (s = 20) replicas
timeout and send view-change messages; (s = 30) new primary
starts the new view; (s = 35) system’s throughput start increasing
and returns back to normal at s = 55.

focused on a theoretical framework to support weaker consistency and isolation semantics such as dirty reads and committed
reads [43], or rely on trusted components [6, 12, 34].
Bahsoun et al. [5] presented an adaptive Bft protocol that
permits switching the type of Bft consensus protocol as per
the system requirements. Guerraoui et al. [25] introduced the
StretchingBFT protocol that aims to improve on Pbft by arranging replicas in a ring-like topology where each replica communicates with its two neighbors. Our RingBFT is a meta-protocol
that can utilize any of these Bft protocol to achieve optimal
intra-shard consensus. Hence, these protocols complement our
design. Further, these protocols cannot scale to hundreds of replicas scattered across the globe, and this is where our vision of
RingBFT acts as a resolve.
Permissionless Sharded Blockchains Permissionless space includes several sharding Bft consensus protocols, such as Conflux [49], Elastico [50], MeshCash [7], OmniLedger [45], and
Spectre [63]. All of these protocols require each of their shards to
run either the Proof-of-Work or Proof-of-Stake protocol during
some phase of the consensus. As a result these protocols offer
a magnitude lower throughput than both AHL and Sharper,
which are included in our evaluation.
In our recent sharding work, we have developed a comprehensive theoretical framework to study a wide range of consistency
models and isolation semantics (e.g., dirty reads, committed reads,
serializability) and communication patterns (e.g., centralized vs.
distributed) [43]. We have further developed a hybrid sharding
protocol intended for the permissionless setting optimized for
the widely used unspent transaction model [41].

that our RingBFT protocol provides reasonable throughput and
latency even for a cst with extensive dependencies.
Note that we have not included Sharper and AHL in Figure 9
as supporting complex cst is not covered in [4, 15] and remains
as an open problem. For example, to support remote reads, first,
there must be a consensus on the remote shard to agree on the
requested operations and their values. Second, on the receiving
end, there must be another local consensus on the values received. If the remote values are not received, then a consensus
is needed to detect failures in order to invoke remote recovery
to restore liveness. Now Sharper has a single global consensus
that coordinates among all shards and their replicas. Thus, extending Sharper is nontrivial because it is unclear as to when
and how the additional remote consensuses and recoveries could
be invoked. In the case of AHL, due to its 2PC design, invoking
remote consensus on each shard to process remote read is simple,
but it is challenging to invoke remote view change when the
network is unreliable or the primary of the remote shard behaves
maliciously. Moreover, keeping the question of feasibility aside,
we observe that in Figure 7(I), at 15 shards, the throughputs of
both Sharper and AHL are under 20K while RingBFT sustains
80K transactions/second. However, in Figure 9, when we scale
up to 64 remote operations across 15 shards, RingBFT yields a
throughput of at least 45K transactions/second, surpassing both
baselines with no remote operations.
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In Section 1, we presented an overview of different types of Bft
protocols. Further, we have extensively studied the architecture
of state-of-the-art permissioned sharding Bft protocols, AHL
and Sharper. We now summarize other works in the space of
Byzantine Fault-Tolerance consensus.
Traditional Bft consensus The consensus problems such as
Byzantine Agreement and Interactive Consistency have been
studied in literature in great detail [19–22, 64, 65]. With the introduction of Pbft-powered BFS—a fault-tolerant version of the networked file system [40]—by Castro et al. [10, 11] there has been
an unprecedented interest in the design of high-performance Bft
consensus protocols. This has led to the design of several consensus protocols that have optimized different aspects of Pbft,
e.g, Zyzzyva, Sbft, and PoE, as discussed in the Introduction. To
further improve on the performance of Pbft, some consensus
protocols consider providing less failure resilience [1, 51, 52],

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present RingBFT–a novel meta-Bft protocol
for permissioned sharded blockchains. For a single-shard transaction, RingBFT performs as efficient as any state-of-the-art
sharding Bft consensus protocol. However, existing sharding
Bft protocols face severe fall in throughput when they have
to achieve consensus on a cross-shard transaction. RingBFT resolves this situation by requiring each shard to participate in at
most two rotations around the ring. In specific, RingBFT expects
each shard to adhere to the prescribed ring order, and follow the
principle of process, forward, and re-transmit, while ensuring the
communication between shards is linear. We implement RingBFT on our efficient ResilientDB fabric, and evaluate it against
state-of-the-art sharding Bft protocols. Our results illustrates
that RingBFT achieves up to 18× higher throughput than the
most recent sharding protocols and easily scales to nearly 500
globally-distributed nodes.
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